Learning Hawaii’s Dance, The Hula

Hula is a traditional art form of chant and dance that was developed in the Hawaiian Islands long ago. Polynesian settlers originated the dance and tied it closely to religious practices. As years went by, hula has gone through numerous changes but there are two distinct versions. The older version is called kahiko and the modern version is called the auana. College students and adults who are interested in learning more about this popular Hawaiian dance may use this guide to locate valuable resources.
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DANCE - HAWAII
HULA (DANCE)
HULA (DANCE) - STUDY AND TEACHING
HULA (DANCE) - HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

Browsing Areas
HULA (DANCE) GV1796. H8

Encyclopedia
For a general discussion about Hula see:

Books


Videos
(Located in the Wong Audiovisual Center, 3rd floor of Sinclair Library)


Databases and Indexes
ERIC
Enter: DE= “dance” and hula in Advanced Search

International Index to the Performing Arts (IIPA)
Enter: “hula and dance” in Keyword Search

Websites
